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I. GOALS, OUTCOMES AND PREREUQUISITES 

Learning objective: The key objective of the course is developing cross-cultural competence to 

effectively communicate and function in professional and academic environment. 

Learning outcomes 

The student knows:  

 Basic terminology and concepts related to working in cross-cultural environments 

 Fundamentals of business and cross-cultural communication, ethics of doing 

business;  

 Peculiarities of verbal and non-verbal communication in intercultural 

environment. 

 

The student is able to: 

 

 Ability to apply basic principles of cross-cultural communication in professional 

activity 

 Ability to use the knowledge of business and cross-cultural. 

 

The student has: 

 Skills of adjusting communication and discussions to different cultural settings;  

 Skills of expressing opinion and argumentation in the situations of interpersonal 

and intercultural communication. 

 Skills of using various communication strategies to negotiate with representatives 

of different cultures  

 

 

This course is based on previous social and cultural background of the students, knowledge and 

skills acquired through such courses as: 

 “Psychology”,  

“Fundamentals of Marketing Communications” 

“English Language”. 

 

The students must have the following knowledge and skills for this course: 

● Information skills (research, analysis, synthesis) 

● Teamwork; 

● Communication skills 

● Critical thinking skills. 



The major outcomes of the discipline will be used later in the study of the following 

subjects:  

1. «Teambuilding»,  

2. «Social and psychological trainings»,  

3. «Human Resources Management». 

  

II. COURSE CONTENTS 

Topic 1. Building cultural awareness.  

Understanding the terms and concepts of “culture” and “communication”. Elements and layers of 

culture. Cultural stereotypes. 

Topic 2. Developmental Model of Intercultural Sensitivity.    

Milton-Bennet’s Model. Stages of acquiring cross-cultural competence. 

Topic 3. Cross-cultural theory of E.T. Hall. 

Hall’s cultural parameters: attitude to space and time. High-context and low-context cultures. 

Topic 4.  R. Lewis’ Model.  

Linear-active, multi-active and reactive types of culture. 

Topic 5. G. Hofstede’s cultural dimensions. 

Classification of cultures according to six dimensions of G. Hofstede. 

Topic 6. Presenting and Negotiating Across Cultures.  

Setting clear objectives for a negotiation. Influencing strategies for negotiations. Distributive and 

integrative negotiations.  

Topic 7. Working in an International Team. Managing Conflict. 

Introducing yourself to your team. Giving and responding to feedback. Understanding and 

avoiding conflict. Dealing with conflict. Opportunities and barriers in multicultural teams. 

Getting the best out of an international team. Problem-solving techniques. 

Topic 8. Dealing with Difficult Communicators.  

Тopic 9. Branding Nations 

Brand Image of Different Countries. Typical Stereotypes of Developing Countries. 

Topic 10. Business Across Cultures. Global Marketing. 

Reaching Local Markets. General versus Local Advertising  

 

III. GRADING 

A 10-point scale is applied for assessment. The instructor evaluates the students' 

competencies which are relevant for the future manager during lectures and seminars basing on 

students' activity discussing course problems, answering course questions, analyzing case 

studies, problem solving, working in groups. The teacher keeps the record of students’ academic 

progress in a gradebook. The resulting mark for this type of work is calculated before the final 

control -  Gclass.  

The grade for self-study includes home assignments, projects, presentations, etc. The 

resulting mark for this type of work is calculated before the final control – Gself-study. 

The cumulative grade is calculated before the final control, as follows: 

Gcumulative = 0,5* Gclass + 0,5*Gself-study 

Final grading (examination) includes the final assessment of students’ academic progress 

and is held in the form of an interview on all themes covered within the course and a 

monologue on a course topic. The overall grade for the course (Goverall) is calculated as follows: 

Goverall = 0,5*Gcumulative + 0,5*Gexam 

 

IV. SAMPLE ASSIGNMENTS 



Continuous assessment. Sample questions: 

 

1. Why is international savvy vitally important? 

2. What is culture? 

3. Why is it important to be able to describe culture? 

4. Why are few people aware of their own biases (give two arguments)? 

5. Why are generalisations valid? 

6. Can generalisations apply to all individuals? 

7. Is global communication influenced by cultural differences? In what way?  

8. What is the difference between high-context and low-context culture? 

9. What communication trap may US business leaders fall into? 

10. What culture is called sequential? 

11. How is synchronic culture characterized? 

12. What do people pay attention to in sequential cultures? 

13. How do members of neutral cultures behave? 

14. Does it mean that people in neutral cultures are cold and unfeeling? 

15. What is the key to cross-cultural success?  

16. Why is silence an important part of the discussion in Asian countries? 

17.  What does silence mean in such countries as US, UK, Brazil or France? 

18. How do people deal with awkward pauses? 

19. What advice does the author give when dealing with different cultures? 

20. Do people disagree differently in various countries? Give examples 

21. How do people express their disagreement in Brazil or Thailand? 

22. What is task-oriented culture? What does it indicate in America? 

23. What examples of this culture does the author show? 

24. What should you do to avoid misunderstanding? 

 

Case Study 1 

 

CROSS CULTURAL NEGOTIATIONS 

The Situation Your company manufactures refrigeration equipment. You have come to the 

Republic  of Godali, along with two of your colleagues, to negotiate a large sale of 

equipment to the State FarmProduct Board.   

In preparation for this trip, you and your colleagues have been studying the Republic of 

Godali and have learned the following:  

• After a long history of political instability, the Republic has had a 5-year period of political 

calm with a parliamentary form of government headed by an elected Prime Minister.  

• The country is becoming increasingly urbanized and industrialized. The GNP  

is rising at a rate of approximately 2% a year. Industry, which had historically been state run, 

is becoming privatized.  

• The Republic can be characterized as a relatively high context culture. [You Come from a 

relatively low context culture.]  

 • The Godalise legal system is notoriously slow, but the contract between your company and 

the Republic will be guaranteed under Godalise law.  

• The media system in the Republic (i.e., newspaper, radio and TV) is state owned. There has 

been some coverage of the impending deal with your company. In addition,  

• You believe the Godalise are also being courted by a Chinese competitor of your company.  



• You have not previously done business in Godali. Upon your arrival at the Godali airport, 

you are greeted by the Assistant Minister of Food and two of his assistants. The Assistant 

Minister asks about the flight and expresses his concern that the three of you have not been 

too fatigued by your travels. You are told not to worry about your luggage--it will be taken 

directly off the plane and put into a car that is waiting for you.  

On the ride from the airport to your hotel, the Assistant Minister continues to make pleasant 

conversation, telling you that he has spent some time in your country, inquiring about your 

families, showing you the sights that pass by. Upon arriving at the hotel, you are shown to 

modest (by your standards) but comfortable rooms. The Assistant Minister tells you that they 

assume the three of you will want to rest for the remainder of the afternoon, and that there 

will be an "official dinner" that evening, which will be attended by the Minister for Food.  

The dinner is very lavish and is attended by a number of the staff of the Food Ministry, as 

well as several other notable Godalise businessmen and government official. As chief 

negotiator, you are seated at the Minister's table and spend the evening conversing with him 

about everything but business and the impending deal.  

When you wake the next morning, you find that breakfast has been placed outside the door to 

your hotel room along with The Godalise Times Courier, the state-owned newspaper. You 

are surprised--and a bit dismayed--to see that a statement you made to the Minister at the 

banquet the night before appears in the paper. Although the remark was not of a sensitive 

nature, you assumed you were speaking "off the record."  

As had been planned, the three of you meet in the lobby of the hotel at 10:00 a.m. A 

chauffeur-driven car is again waiting to take you to the Minister's office. When you arrive, 

you are ushered into a conference room where you are joined by the Minister, the Assistant 

Minister and three of their staff members. The Minister opens the meeting by saying, "We 

look for a mutually rewarding relationship, not only now but in the future."  

The Task Discuss the following four scenarios (take 10 minutes for each scenario) and frame 

a response. 

You must reach consensus within the group on the responses to each Scenario  

Dividing the scenarios among yourselves, decide which team member will be responsible 

for reporting your decision back to the class.  

1. After much discussion on delivery dates and freight insurance, the Minister  

suddenly announces, "We are prepared to meet your terms on delivery dates."  

Do you:  

(a) Accept the concession and demand that your terms for insurance also be accepted.  

(b) Accept the concession and offer a concession on insurance.  

(c) Respond in another way.  

2. After much debate on the price, a junior member of the Godalise teams says,  

"You do not appreciate our problems. It seems we overrated your understanding  

of the Godalise situation." Do you:  

(a) Try to change the topic.  

(b) Demand an apology.  

(c) Walk out.  

(d) Respond in another way.  

3.  But before you have a chance to respond to the situation described above,  

the Minister himself apologizes for the outburst and orders the junior to leave the room. The 

Minister becomes very emotional (at least from your perspective). He reminds you of the 

value of friendship several times. Before you can say anything, he begins to talk about 

quality control. Do you:  



(a) Make a comment about quality control.  

(b) Make a comment about friendship.  

(c) Suggest an adjournment.  

(d) Respond in another way.  

4. Before signing the contract, the Godalise minister says, "We are signing the contract, but 

we are going to have problems meeting your demand that payment should be made in 

Japanese yen." Do you:  

(a) Express sympathy only.  

(b) Suggest an alternative means of payment.  

(c) Tell him the agreement cannot be signed.  

(d) Respond in another way.  

As you discuss these issues, pay attention to the process of decision making within your 

group. Are responses to the situation different between group members from different 

cultures? Are the means by which responses are negotiated and consensus reached different 

between group members from different cultures? Be prepared to discuss the process by 

which you reached consensus in your group, as well as the decision reached .  

 

Case Study 2 

Cross-Cultural Persuasion 

The Situation  

You are a senior at BTU (Beaver Technical University), the top engineering school in your 

country with a double major in Mechanical Engineering and  

management science. This is the summer between your junior and senior year, and you are 

interning with Course Management International (CMI).  

CMI, a five-year-old company, developed and now sells education also 

ftware that helps faculty manage many of the administrative tasks as 

sociated with teaching a course. For example, CMI software can store a photo of every 

student in a course, and when instructors click on a particular photo, it can provide themwith 

demographic information on that student, a list of all his/her grades, and a sample of his/her 

assignments. As part of the internship, 

you have been placed in a teamwith five other students from different universities. The 

composition of the team is three men and three women, all of whom are between their junior 

and senior years in school. By the end of the summer, you are to submit a report that 

describes two new functions that CMI should develop for the newest release of the software.  

The Problem  

One of the members of the team is consistently late for team meetings and not pulling 

his/her weight. (If you feel it’s important to know the gender of the team member, you can 

choose whichever you prefer.) Because you 

were are the team leader, you must talk to the team member about this problem 

. The Complication 

You, your teammates, and CMI exist in one of the following two cultures:  

BLUE CULTURE  

Beliefs, Values and Attitudes that Underlie Your Culture's Communication 

You believe a person’s first loyalty is to his/her family.  Obedience to elders 

and those in authority is very important. You believe in feelings more than reasoning, and 

you believe people’s feelings should be protected at all costs.  

Yours is a hierarchal culture. The past is considered more important than the future or the 

present. Members of your culture tend toward holistic rather than analytical thinking.  



(over) Verbal/Nonverbal Traits of Your Culture 

Speakers use an indirect communication style.  

Members of your culture frequently express positive attitudes about others while 

downplaying their own worth.  

Your conversation distance is close (about 15 inches, face-to -face).  

Eye contact depends on the relative status of the individuals engaged in a conversation.  

Silence is respected.  

YELLOW CULTURE 

Beliefs, Values and Attitudes that Underlie Your Culture's Communication 

You believe that people determine their own destinies and should make their own choices 

based on their own preferences, desires, and needs.  

You make decisions in a democratic manner.  

You believe in reason over feelings.  

You believe time is a valuable commodity, and you don’t want to waste any.  

You believe conflict is a way of reaching good decisions.  

Members of your culture tend toward analytic rather than holistic thinking.  

Verbal/Nonverbal Traits of Your Culture 

Your conversation distance is far (about 35 inches, face-to-face).  

You openly express emotions (e.g., anger, dissatisfaction, happiness).  

You ask many questions.  

You are direct in expressing your ideas and opinions, and you look people in the eye when 

you do so.  

You don't express thanks to others because in your view people chose their actions to create 

their own destinies; in other words, if someone does some 

thing for you, he/she is also doing it for himself/herself.  

The Task 

From the perspective of BOTH the Blue Culture and the Yellow Culture, each group should 

outline the key points that the team leader should make 

in trying to persuade the team member to change his/her problematic behavior. Be ready to 

describe those strategies and tactics or to role  

play the interaction if called upon.  

 

Role Play 

 

Role play a first meeting. Use the role cards below  

 

Student A: you are the visitor 

Student B is a host 

 

Visitor 

You arrive on time at the company headquarters in Zurich for a meeting with James Schiro, 

a colleague working on the same international project. You work in a local company 

business unit – you choose the country. The purpose of the meeting is to discuss the progress 

of the project. If James Schiro is not there to meet you, ask when he will be back in the 

office. 

 

 

Host 



You work at the company headquarters in Zurich. Your boss is James Schiro. James just told 

you that he will be ten minutes late for meeting with a visitor who is about to arrive at the 

office. He has asked you to look after the visitor until he arrives. When the visitor arrives, 

explain the situation to the visitor and make him/her feel comfortable with small talk until 

James arrives. As you talk, observe your visitor and choose a style of communication, which 

works for both of you. 

 

Sample Test 

 

Task 1: Choose the right variant: 

1. People like working in teams and collaborate quite well. The communication within a team is 

generally quite collegial, albeit somewhat direct and blunt. Role allocation within the team is 

generally quite clearly defined and people will take greater responsibility for their specific task 

than for the group as a whole. 

a) France; b) China; c) USA 

2. There is a strong belief in the ideal of self-actualization. Loyalty is based on personal 

preferences for people as well as a sense of duty and responsibility. This is defined by the 

contract between the employer and the employee. Communication is among the most direct in 

the world following the ideal to be “honest, even if it hurts” – and by this giving the counterpart 

a fair chance to learn from mistakes. 

a) France; b) Germany; c) USA 

3. Performance is highly valued and early required as the school system separates children into 

different types of schools at the age of ten. People rather “live in order to work” and draw a lot of 

self-esteem from their tasks. Managers are expected to be decisive and assertive. Status is often 

shown, especially by cars, watches and technical devices. 

 

Task 2 Choose the right variant: 

Norwegians value 

a) equality 

b) self-reliance 

c) status 

d) titles 

2. People in Scandinavian countries can be characterized as: 

a) tolerant 

b) reserved  

c) practical 

d) emotional 

e) progressive  

f) modest 

Task 3 Match the national cultures and concepts: 

1. Can-do  

2. Dolce vita  

3. Don’t rock the 

boat 

4. Fiesta 

5. Guanxi 

6. Jantelagen 

7. Ordnung 

a) Sweden  

 b) Germany 

 c) USA 

 d) China 

 e) UK 

 f) Italy 

 g) Spain 



Task 4 

 Name the capitals of the following countries: 

1. China 

2. Denmark 

3. France  

4. Germany 

5. Japan 

6. Norway 

Task 5 Translate: 

1. Каждая компания имеет свою корпоративную культуру, которая оказывает 

значительное влияние на все аспекты ее деятельности.  

2. Согласно исследованиям, различия в результативности работы компаний с сильной и 

слабой корпоративной культурой составляют 20-30% в пользу первой. 

3. Корпоративная культура каждой компании уникальна, и многое зависит от творческого 

потенциала, однако есть общие компоненты эффективной корпоративной культуры. 

4. Одно их них – это видение компании, или ее миссия, которая позволяет транслировать 

ценности компании и ставить ясную цель. 

5. Основой корпоративной культуры являются ценности компании, которые устанавливаю 

основные направления/ линии поведения, позволяющие достичь поставленной цели.  

6. Компания должна иметь четко сформулированный набор ценностей, которые 

транслируются всем работникам, и предполагают наличие некоторых правил общения с 

клиентами, коллегами, а также поддержания профессиональных стандартов. 

7. Ценности не будут иметь влияния в компании, если они не превращаются в 

повседневную практику, которая поощряется и продвигается, а также подкрепляется 

четкими критериями.  

8. Главным активом компании являются люди, которые либо разделяют ценности 

компании, либо имеют желание и способность продвигать ценности компании и 

претворять их в жизнь. 

 

V. SOURCES 

5.1. Main sources  

1. Keyton, Joann. Communication, Organizational Culture, and Organizational Climate 

[Электронный ресурс]/ Joann Keyton, DB Oxford Handbooks Online. -  Oxford University 

Press, 2014. – 713 р.- ISBN: 9780199860715 –  Режим доступа: 

http://www.oxfordhandbooks.com/view/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199860715.001.0001/oxfordhb-

9780199860715  . - Загл. с экрана. 

5.2.  Additional sources 

1. Mascull, B. Best Practice : Upper Intermediate : Business English in a Global Context : 

Coursebook / B. Mascull, J. Comfort. - United Kingdom : THOMSON : Heinle, 2008. - 176 p. - 

ISBN 978-1-4240-0065-4  

2. Pilbeam, A.Best Practice : Upper Intermediate : Business English in a Global Context : 

Workbook / A. Pilbeam, R. Utteridge. - United Kingdom : THOMSON : Heinle, 2008. - 80 p. - 

ISBN 978-1-4240-0066-1 

5.3. Software 

№  Product name 

 

Agreement 

1 Windows Professional 8.1 Russian 

 

Corporate license 

http://www.oxfordhandbooks.com/view/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199860715.001.0001/oxfordhb-9780199860715
http://www.oxfordhandbooks.com/view/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780199860715.001.0001/oxfordhb-9780199860715


2 MS Office 2013 Prof + Corporate license  

 

5.4.Databases, online resources 

№  Name Agreement 

1 Electronic learning resources Corporate license 

 

5.5. Material and technical base for the course 

For lectures and seminars a projector, a laptop, a screen is used. For the tests, handouts, 

test prints, evaluation cards are used.   

 


